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Introduction

Ballads speak of the lost land of Elir, where wishes and desires could shape reality and the

forest stretched unchanging and eternal from horizon to horizon. Erunach, the silver Tree of Stars, grew

here in a timeless summer. This was the home of fair Eiona, first born of the unicorns, mother of the

gods - a creature who was both immortal and yet had a mortal's yearnings. For a time, Eiona was

content. But with a mortal's sense of the passage of time, loneliness slowly crept upon her and gave

way to despair. At last, Eiona rejected the mortality that tormented her so and flung herself into the sea.

That was the beginning of the fabled land known today as Talaham.

Talaham is a continent enchanted. Lost somewhere in the vast Ocean of Mist, its people are a

mix of mortal races native to the realm of flesh and blood but also immigrants from elsewhere. For the

same act that created the mortal and changing world also created an unchanging immortal realm said to

lie "on the other side of the mirror." A realm entwined with Talaham where gods and monsters and the

spirits of the dead form their own strange kingdoms, called the Plane of Faerie.

Welcome to Talaham

Talaham is a land of living legends. Here you will find horses who speak to their riders, a lake

guarded by elves that contains slumbering dragons beneath its dark waters, a kingdom where music and

song are as valuable as gold coins, and another where warrior clans march into battle to the call of

bagpipes.

Fey creatures lie at the heart of Talaham's culture. Their presence has shaped its history since

prehistoric times. Today's races and kingdoms owe their existence to the interactions between mortal

and fey. Every kingdom has a different relationship to the fey. Aralynne has a formal alliance with the

Seelie Courts and serves as the homeland for a race of mortals who share human and fey parents.

Bonalbrun views fey creatures as invaders in a land that rightfully belongs to those born there and

hunts down any fey incursions with cold iron and ruthless ferocity. Cyrthraia chronicles the lost

wisdom of dragons and explores the borders between Faerie and the mortal realm from its elven

monasteries. Mhorvian deliberately destroys those borders and embraces the savage power of the

Unseelie Wilds with wild abandon. Innelan Mathavon is ruled by an enchantress who's very authority

as a ruler draws upon the arcane secrets of Faerie, while Galadir schemes to grow ever richer off of

partnerships between mortal merchants and fey investors.

The fey and their plane represent Talaham's past. But change is slowly creeping over the

enchanted continent. The dragons are no more, slain upon the swords of human heroes. The golden age

of the elven empire is a fading memory. The power of the gods and their servants is rising to eclipse the

ancient authority of druids and witches. Arcane magic is being codified into a form of study called

wizardry that will one day make it accessible to anyone with the intelligence to learn it. In another

century, the fey may find their traditional relationships with mortals cast aside, and Talaham may find

itself facing a tempest of supernatural wrath.

Inspiration

The Talaham setting draws heavily upon the myths and legends of the Celtic peoples for

inspiration. Talaham's history, cultures, gods and geography all have their starting point in this rich

tapestry of ancient stories. This was done in an attempt to preserve the 'mythic' feel of a true high

fantasy setting, so that the actions of your characters and the choices they make take on a larger and

more symbolic significance that the average dungeon crawl.

Because this is a true high fantasy campaign setting, your character may one day become the
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stuff of legends herself, inspiring whole future generations to take up the cause of goodness and

nobility, and I encourage you to think of your character in this way from 1st level. If you've ever

wanted to know what it would feel like to be Beowulf as he faced down Grendel, or King Arthur as he

drew the sword from the stone, or Robin Hood fighting to free the land from tyranny and save his true

love, then Talaham is the realm for you.

In addition to high fantasy literature and Celtic mythology, the Talaham setting also takes

inspiration from the unique symbolic logic of classic fairy tales. By "fairy tales," I do not mean those

reinterpreted by Disney, but to the original stories upon which those movies are based. These include

both the Victorian-ized Grimm's fairy tales familiar to most in the Western world and also their darker

and edgier predecessors. This sometimes makes the setting diverge from a strictly Celtic cultural motif,

but in doing so helps to create a richer world that I hope you will enjoy losing yourself in with your

party and your GM.

Specific sources of inspiration that can help you to get into the spirit and mood of the setting

include:

Literature

Blood and Iron by Elizabeth Bear

The Chronicles of Narnia by C.S. Lewis

The Chronicles of Pyrdain by Lloyd Alexander

The Dark is Rising sequence by Susan Cooper

Grimm's Fairy Tales

Ivanhoe by Sir Walter Scott

The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood by Howard Pyle or the retelling by Roger Lancelyn Green

The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien

The Once and Future King by T.H. White

Film

Braveheart dir. Mel Gibson. Starring Mel Gibson, Patrick McGoohan, and Sophie Marceau

Camelot (TV Mini-Series) Starring Joseph Fiennes, Jamie Campbell Bower, and Tamsin Egerton.

Dragonheart dir. Robert Cohen, starring Dennis Quaid and Sean Connery

First Knight dir. Jerry Zucker, starring Richard Gere, Julia Ormond, and Sean Connery

Kingdom of Heaven dir. Ridley Scott, starring Orlando Bloom, Liam Neeson, and Eva Green.

The Last Unicorn dir. Jules Bass and Arthur Rankin Jr. Starring Jeff Bridges and Mia Farrow

The Mists of Avalon (TV Mini-Series) dir. Uli Edel. Starring Anjelica Hutson, Julianna Marguiles, and

Joan Allen.

Rob Roy dir. Michael Caton-Jones. Starring Liam Neeson, Jessica Lange and John Hurt.

The Spiderwick Chronicles dir. Mark Walters, starring Freddie Highmore and David Strathairn

Poetry and Music

The Ballad of Tam Lin, traditional. Recommended versions by Fairport Convention and Steeleye Span

Altan

Angels of Venice

Blackmore's Night

The Chieftains

Enya

Faun

Loreena McKennitt
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Medieval Baebes

Swan Lake, Pyotr Illych Tchaikovsky

Tristan and Isolde, Richard Wagner

Riverdance and The Lord of the Dance, Bill Whelan

The works of William Butler Yeats and Lord Alfred Tennyson, especially "The Lady of Shalott."

A Brief Overview

This short overview of the setting is intended to help orient you in preparation for character

creation, so that you have a good idea about what Talaham offers and what might not be appropriate to

play.

Talaham At a Glance: The continent of Talaham lies within the Ocean of Mists. Its climate is

generally cool and temperate, largely dominated by forests, swamps, and grassland with two major

mountain ranges. There are six major kingdoms with their own distinct culture and racial makeup.

Aralynne: Northwest kingdom known for its music and artisans. It has the strongest connection to the

sidhe race and to the Seelie Courts of Faerie.

Bonalbrun: Northernmost kingdom subdivided into a southern mountain valley and a northern highland

region, dominated by war-like human clans. It boasts the largest concentration of warriors and

barbarians.

Cyrthraia: Western coastal kingdom of the elves. The core of a former empire that dominated most of

Talaham, Cyrthraia is known for its mighty castles, ancient knightly traditions and draconic lore.

Galadir: Southernmost kingdom of humans and gnomes. Mostly warm sunny grasslands, it is both

Talaham's breadbasket and the source of its finest horses. An urbanized, highly cultured kingdom of

merchants.

Inellan Mathavon: The human homeland, an island kingdom that lies within Selchie Bay. Ruled by a

mysterious and powerful enchantress and known for both its maritime trade and piracy. Located just

west of Aralynne.

Mhorvian: Easternmost kingdom made up of primal chiefdoms ruled over by druids. A dark and

dangerous wilderness haunted by nightmarish denizens of the Unseelie Wilds whom the savage humans

worship and revere.

A Brief History

Talaham's prehistory was dominated by the discovery of the Plane of Faerie by half elf

explorers. When the two planes joined, fey races immigrated to settle in the mortal realm and Talaham's

intimate relations with the fey began to form. Talaham's first major civilization was the Nemetanen

Empire that rose out of the Galadrin region to conquer almost all of Talaham. This was later supplanted

by the birth of the elven Pyraion royal line who established the High Kingdom, which absorbed the

declining Nemetanen Empire and brought about what is considered Talaham's golden age. Mhorvian

treachery and internal political conflicts eventually brought about the destruction of the High Kingdom

some 200 years ago. The Elven War that followed was partially an elven civil war and partly a war

between elves and humans for independence. It was during the Elven War that the last of the true

dragons was slain by human mercenaries. The modern era begins with the signing of the Clanshed

Compact by the last true Pyraion queen, which formally disbanded the High Kingdom, establishing the

realms of Cyrthraia, Aralynne, and Galadir.

Talaham today is a continent of smaller independent kingdoms seeking to establish a new

relationship with each other that is largely peaceful. However, the schemes and treachery of evil

lurking in the shadows threatens to plunge Talaham back into the chaos of war. At the same time, new
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developments in magical study promise a future where one need not be born into magic, but where

magic can be a talent and a trade like any other.

Talaham and the Plane of Faerie

The Enchanted Continent would not be what it is without Faerie. The Plane of Faerie is an

amalgam of what is usually a number of different planes in other settings. It is the plane of immortals,

in contrast to the mortal, material plane of races like humans and elves. Its denizens include all fey

creatures to be found in the Pathfinder monster manuals as well as any number of powerfully magical

and unusual creatures such as elementals, magical beasts, or monstrous humanoids. It is also the plane

where the gods make their home, the plane from which mortals obtain their dreams every night, and

contains the mortal afterlife. While it is by nature a chaotic, ever-shifting plane, it does follow its own

consistent logic. It is subdivided into the more civilized Seelie Courts and the savage Unseelie Wilds.

These two regions serve to counterbalance each other. They represent Faerie's two equal extremes as a

land of both dreams and nightmares.

Mortals can enter the Plane of Faerie by finding a "trod," a natural gateway between one plane

and the other. The most well-known trods are quite large - sometimes as big as an entire forest - and

very old. Many more trods exist which are much smaller and more fickle - opening and closing

depending on what conditions are met. For example, a trod might form where a circle of mushrooms

sprout in a farmer's field, only to vanish if the mushrooms are picked.

There is no single attitude toward Faerie or its denizens. Some mortals are fascinated by the fey,

others are terrified and repulsed. Some view the fey as messengers of the gods, others as their enemies.

The fey are neither universally good or evil. In fact, it is more helpful to view them along a "lawful vs

chaotic" continuum than by a traditional good vs evil dichotomy.

Talahamese Culture

When considering what sort of character you might want to play, bear these general facts in

mind:

1) Talaham exists at an Iron Age level of technology, equivalent to Europe circa 600 CE. As

such, certain items found in the standard Pathfinder setting have not yet been invented. Notable

examples include wizardry, the printing press, the crossbow, and gunpowder. Complex mechanical

devices such as astrolabes or spyglasses will also be extremely rare to non-existent. Expect even major

highways to be made of nothing more than packed earth. The population is also much lower, with true

cities few and far between. The majority of the continent is still untamed wilderness. A party who finds

itself in need of a place to stay or in major trouble while traveling will often have to live off the land

and fend for themselves.

2) The Talaham setting includes a Medieval political structure more in keeping with historical

fact than fantasy literature. The vast majority of the continent's population are commoners, little more

than peasants who work the land on subsistence farms with tithes paid to a local lord in exchange for

military protection. There is no middle class to speak of. Merchants and artisans are either talented

commoners who live in cities or low-level aristocracy who cater to high born clientele. It is only

possible to move up in station through marriage or patronage to one of higher social and political

station. At 1st-2nd level, a party of adventurers are still considered commoners, but by 3rd level are

already considered lords in their own right and will be treated as such, especially as their reputation

grows. Another fact to keep in mind is that the concept of a nation state has not yet been created. The

average person considers himself a member of a specific family first, and a citizen of a specific village

or city next. There are no national symbols or flags. Individual powerful lords and monarchs all have

their own coat of arms to identify themselves. Those who bear such an emblem will be assumed to
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either be a member of the lord's own family or acting on his behalf.

3) Talaham's most common landscape is cool forest. Like ancient Europe, forests cover

thousands of square miles of the Enchanted Continent. While Talaham's forests can vary considerably

from northern Bonalbrun to southern Galadir, it is well worth your while to consider the fact that your

character will likely be spending a good deal of time in woodland environments.

4) Remember Talaham's Celtic cultural influences. Talaham's culture places a special emphasis

on the arts as a virtue. Music is especially important. Since the common folk are illiterate, they obtain

their learning and keep their history through songs and ballads.

Besides the importance of music, you should also expect to find a boisterous and healthy sense

of humor prevalent in most places. Hospitality to strangers is often akin to a point of honor, and a

potential host will feel insulted of an adventuring party turns them down, no matter how polite they are.

Finally, the idea of a heroic adventurer as a "lone wolf," without any ties to a family or a lord to

whom he answers, is a foreign concept on Talaham. Talahamese look upon their family ties as their

greatest source of strength. A man is defined by his family first and his individual deeds second. Any

fortune that befalls him is reflected back upon his kin, and any crimes he commits will reflect badly

upon his parents, siblings, spouse, and children. In Celtic lore, the family bond can also be a source of

magical power, such as the special bond shared by twins or the mystical seventh son of a seventh son.

What does this mean for players? Every player should consider what sort of family ties he wishes to

have. Unlike in many Pathfinder campaigns, in a Talaham campaign it is entirely possible for your

character to be married, or to have siblings who may themselves be adventurers. If you honestly want

to play a character who is a loner, then consider including a patron lord as a part of your backstory someone who either trained you or whom you serve - from whom you can obtain money and supplies.

The Talaham campaign setting includes a wealth of campaign traits that will assist you in giving

your character a definite place within the tapestry of Talahemese society. Consult your GM for a list of

these campaign traits.

Races of Talaham

Three races - humans, elves, and their half-elven kin - are native to Talaham. This gives them a

special relationship and a shared history together. It also means they are the most numerous and

politically powerful.

Since the ancient joining of Faerie with the mortal realm, other races have permanently crossed

the border to settle in the lands of humans and elves. Today, the three native races share their home

with unscrupulous goblins, regal sidhe, mischievous pucas, noble Animal Folk and incorrigible

gnomes. Their kind can be found in every kingdom of Talaham, but each of the fey races has higher

populations in those regions that first welcomed them. Over the centuries, the long interaction of mortal

and fey races has blended once-separate cultures into a new and unique fusion, making the mannerisms

and attitudes of each race very different from one kingdom to the next.

Humans: Also known as the Children of Lughenos. The human clans of the ancient past have now

solidified into formal kingdoms, each with its own relationship to Faerie. Humans are renowned for

their mastery of metal and feared for their discovery of cold iron. Humans use the racial statistics found

in the Pathfinder Core Rulebook.

Racial Variants: Players who wish to make use of the variant racial options found in the Advanced Race

Guide are restricted to character origins from specific regions:
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Aralynne: Dual Talent, Eye for Talent. Aralynne artistry is legendary, widely regarded as the finest in

Talaham.

Bonalbrun: Heart of the Mountains, Heart of the Snows. Bonalbrun is rocky, cold, and windswept.

Cyrthraia: Adoptive Parentage, Focused Study, Mixed Heritage. The homeland of the elves fosters

intellectual virtues, and is the place where one is most likely to find humans with unusual backgrounds

who don't fit in well.

Galadir: Heart of the Fields, Heart of the Slums, Heart of the Streets, Silver Tongued. Galadir is the

most urban of Talaham's kingdoms and also serves as the continent's breadbasket. In addition, Galadrin

humans have sharp wits from their constant interaction with gnomes.

Inellan Mathavon: Heart of the Sea, Heroic. Inellan Mathavon has the strongest maritime culture on

Talaham. It also contains descendants of humans who served the ancient imperial Pyraion line.

Mhorvian: Heart of the Wilderness. Mhorvian is home to human tribal bands.

Elves: Also known as the Highborn and the Children of Lan Valyr. Elves keep the memory of the

mighty dragons who once roamed Talaham before their fall at the hands of humans. They are renowned

for their unity with the natural world and their role as the stewards of the forest. Elves use the racial

statistics found in the Pathfinder Core Rulebook.

Racial Variants: Players who wish to make use of the variant racial options found in the Advanced Race

Guide are restricted to character origins from specific regions:

Aralynne: Woodcraft. Aralynne's ancient woods have granted its elvish population a deeper bond to the

land.

Bonalbrun: Lightbringer. By tradition, Brunish elves act as traveler's guides across the treacherous,

dark moors.

Cyrthraia: Arcane Focus. The elvish homeland is the only place with families old enough to produce

generations of spellcasters.

Galadir: Fleet-Footed. Galadrin elves are fond of racing pastimes.

Inellan Mathavon: Envoy, Spirit of the Waters. Living in the kingdom with the strongest human

presence makes Mathavish elves de facto representatives of their people. In addition, elves have

adopted Inellan Mathavon's maritime culture.

Mhorvian: Darkvision, Dreamspeaker, Silent Hunter. Mhorvian's connection to the Unseelie makes it a

dark and primal place.

The Desert Runner, Elemental Resistance, and Eternal Grudge variants have no viable source on

Talaham.

Half-Elves: Sometimes known by the derogatory name “half-bloods,” the first half-elves were the

result of unions between human and elf royalty. The blood of the two races mingled further during the

reign of the Dragon Kings, and today half-elves are the third most populous race behind humans and

elves. Half-elves use the same racial statistics found in the Pathfinder Core Book.

Racial Variants: Players who wish to make use of the variant racial options found in the Advanced Race

Guide are restricted to character origins from specific regions:

Aralynne: Dual Minded. Aralynne's culture fosters innovation.

Bonalbrun: Wary. The Brunish as a general rule frown on human-elf unions

Cyrthraia: Ancestral Arms, Arcane Training. Cyrthrish half-elves cleave to their elvish heritage.

Galadir: Sociable. Galadir has a culture focused on hospitality to strangers.

Inellan Mathavon: Integrated, Water Child. Mathavish half-elves cleave to their human heritage and
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Inellan Mathavon's maritime culture.

Mhorvian: Drow-Blooded, Drow Magic. Drow on Talaham are elves touched by the power of the

Unseelie.

Gnomes: The original immigrants from Faerie, gnomes have the longest shared history with humans,

elves, and half-elves. They are the most accepted of the fae races in the mortal world. Magic plays an

even greater role in the gnome culture of Talaham. Gnomes look upon themselves as the emissaries of

magic to the other races and see its growth and spread as a racial duty. Gnomes use the same racial

statistics found in the Pathfinder Core Book.

Racial Variants: Players who wish to make use of the variant racial options found in the Advanced Race

Guide are restricted to character origins from specific regions:

Aralynne: Warden of Nature. Gnomes of Aralynne's deep woods enjoy a special relationship with

nature.

Bonalbrun: Pyromaniac. Brunish gnomes are obsessed with keeping things warm, dry and bright.

Cyrthraia: Academician, Gift of Tongues, Magical Linguist. The intellectual heritage of the elves has

rubbed off on these gnomes.

Galadir: Eternal Hope, Explorer. The gnome's chosen homeland emphasizes their natural high spirits.

Inellan Mathavon: Master Tinker. Being around so many humans, Mathavish gnomes have picked up

their interest in invention.

Mhorvian: Bond to the Land, Darkvision, Fell Magic, Knack With Poison. The gnomes of Mhorvian

migrated from the Unseelie Wilds of Faerie.

Goblins: Goblins were originally mischievous guides between mortals and the Fae, able to travel

hidden trods between the two realms with impunity. They served no masters and honored only those

promises they couldn't weasel free from. No one knows why they ultimately chose to settle in the

mortal realm, but to this day, even a Fae Lord will think twice before double-crossing a goblin. Goblins

use the same racial statistics found in the Advanced Race Guide.

Racial Variants: Players who wish to make use of the variant racial options found in the Advanced Race

Guide are restricted to character origins from specific regions:

Aralynne: Eat Anything. Constantly hounded as nuisances, goblins in Aralynne learn to eat whatever

they can scavenge.

Bonalbrun: Tree Runner. Brunish goblins learn to cling to the marshland trees to avoid the bogs below.

Cyrthraia: Cave Crawler. The lairs of former dragons here have become goblin breeding grounds.

Inellan Mathavon: Weapon Familiarity. Mathavish goblins are the most civilized of their kind.

Galadir: City Scavenger. Galadir's large urban population is to blame.

Mhorvian: Hard Head, Big Teeth; Oversized Ears. Mhorvon goblins are the most uncivilized of their

kind.

New Race: Sidhe

Those born of a union between a Fae and a mortal, also known as the High Fae. The Sidhe share

the potent blood of Faerie and feel forever suspended halfway between one world and the other. In

times past, when Fae and mortal joined, the Fae would claim the resulting child for themselves, taking

the sidhe away into Faerie. However, the actions of one brave mortal woman who refused to give up

her sidhe lover changed history and banished the sidhe from Faerie. The sidhe of today are the last

remnants of those ancient liaisons. They represent a slowly fading race who become more human with
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each generation.

Physical Description: Sidhe somewhat resemble elves in that they exude a supernatural beauty and

grace. Their skin and hair have a slight reflective quality, making both seem to glow when exposed to

light. The smallest movements of a sidhe are accentuated, so that others view their movements as if the

sidhe were somehow out of sync with normal time.

Society: Sidhe are too rare to have a true society of their own. However, Aralynne has the highest sidhe

population by far, and this has blended with Aralynne's human culture so that the common person tends

to view sidhe society as synonymous with Aralynnish society. In other kingdoms, a sidhe's natural

talents draw them to professions in the arts or the pursuit of magic. Sidhe tend to be underestimated as

combatants, but can be every bit as skilled and fierce in combat as their human ancestors. Selfish or

corrupt sidhe use their fey talents for political intrigue that spans both worlds or to become thieves and

spies. Areas with a high sidhe population are brought closer to Faerie from their sheer presence, and

often seem like slightly enchanted places to visitors.

Relations: Sidhe are most comfortable in human societies, since their mortal heritage comes from that

race. No one knows the fascination that the Fae have for humanity. Perhaps it is because elves are so

like the Fae themselves that it is the sheer variety humans offer that tempts them. Nevertheless, a

sidhe's magical beauty and grace let them hold their own among the elves easier than humans do.

Gnomes as a general rule revere the sidhe for their intimate connection to magic, while that same

connection makes goblins and pucas avoid sidhe. Sidhe prefer to live in secluded areas close to known

Fae trods or in small, rural communities. The abundance of metals in human cities makes urban sidhe a

rarity.

Alignment and Religion: The Fae blood in the sidhe make most some form of neutral or chaotic, since

the Fae themselves exist beyond the boundaries of mortal conventions and laws. Sidhe are no more or

less religious than humans or elves. Some embrace their Fae heritage and try to live up to their

reputation as the High Fae. Others reject the wild, chaotic nihilism of Faerie in favor of their human

blood, and it is these who are most likely to be lawful. Being a sidhe is living a life in a delicate

balance. Too much indulgence in Fae can lead to madness, yearning for that which is forever denied

them, while holding too close to humanity can lead to a mindless devotion to human conventions and

an urge to quash all things magical.

Adventurers: The adventuring life suits a sidhe well. It satisfies their Fae thirst for change and

exploration as well as their human need for companionship and recognition. As a result, many sidhe

spend at least a small portion of their lives as shiftless wanderers before settling down to raise a proper

family and put down roots. Enchantresses are the most obvious choice for sidhe (see the section on

classes for more information on this new base class), as well as druids or bards. Sidhe with a more

martial bent are usually rangers or rogues.

Names: Sidhe names often blend a Sylvan first name with a human family name.

Male First Names: Adhan, Banaghar, Cael, Dair, Emanh, Failin, Gell, Lorcan, Marbh, Naomh, Toralh

Female First Names: Ayin , Bildea, Ceara, Dydrea, Ea, Faolen, Gallagha, Leanyn Magi, Nevean, Teagh

Sidhe Racial Traits

+2 Wisdom, +2 Charisma: A sidhe's Fae heritage grants her unusual insight and inhuman beauty.

Native Outsider: Sidhe are outsiders with the native subtype.

Medium: Sidhe are Medium creatures and have no bonuses or penalties due to their size.

Normal Speed: Sidhe have a base speed of 30 ft.

Fae Blooded: Sidhe count as both fae and humans for any effect related to race.

Vulnerable to Cold Iron: Sidhe suffer an extra 50% damage from cold iron weapons.

Heart of Faerie: A sidhe does not suffer from any of the detrimental effects of the Plane of Faerie, as if
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